WELCOME DEAR FRIENDS NEW PRODUCT USERS & CONTACTS TO THIS FREE
NEWSLETTER!
Before we refer you to some exciting information below, I want to share a few things from my heart. The
reason I am so excited about Torah based Kanah Basham Le-Terufah CBD oil, is because I have seen it
change my own health and scores of others I love and care about. I want you and yours to see that same
result and blessing from YHUH Almighty. It is not just about making $$$. I can do that many ways,
much more effectively, with bigger payouts and besides, some tithes from people to YHUH are given to
me by YHUH, to sustain us fully, so I am in need of nothing, for these past 35 yrs. of viable and fruitful
public ministry! I see this launch, as part and parcel of my ministry, BIBLICAL PROHECY BEING
FULFILLED, not some separate business venture!
The reason I have set out on this new journey, is because for the first time in decades, I am relatively pain
free. Now that doesn't mean I don’t have occasional aches and pains but generally it is gone! My severe
arthritis, soreness and tightness throughout my body is gone. Praise Yah! The same for my wife Rivkah,
who has suffered with OCPD since childhood and her improvement, is 80%!! Others in our community
have reported great relief from various afflictions, from sleep deprivation to shoulder pain, even from
dementia and brain fog! The benefits are limitless.
I am doing this venture risking my own capital and my time in order that you and other believers may
also partake in this heavenly restoration, as cannabis is taken back out of the hands of s.a.tan and
restored to HIS people for their benefit! The Book of Chanok-Enoch has much to say about how AzazelLucifer stole the healing aleyahs-leaves and taught men how to make Pharmacia or harmful drugs. Now
in our day, The Ruach HaKadosh is binding the strongman, in order to return the purity of the hemp
plant back to the lawful hands of believers and Torah honoring saints! It was intended for us who desire
to use it in an upright fashion!
To that end I have been on a 6 month education mission and am able with relative certainty, to give
understanding and advice on most things related to legal CBD oils. I have been burned by crooks and
charlatans along the way, who didn’t pay commissions, didn’t ship products and lied about the
ingredients, as well as being blessed by legitimate businesses who desire to help people and whose motives
are pure. I have studied which strains work for what; and have spent hundreds of study hours to educate
myself in order to help others like you. This has become a passion of mine and a keen interest item, kind
of like a Torah hobby, as I see this as a simple Acts 3:21 restoration issue. So regardless of how you see
things, I know this restoration can help you, as CBD finds the area in your temple and goes to work after
floating to the areas you need repaired! It is an amazing plant and leaf and it guarantees to build and
repair the immune system, as well as the nervous system. YHUH made us all with cells and those cells
have canabinoid receptors! And they have been starved for canabinoids all these years, as big pharma
doesn’t feed the receptors but rather gives us laboratory potions, to deprive those receptors of the very
thing that keeps us alive! Canabinoids!
Spend some time at our Education Center link and study all this out for yourself. It will be well worth the
time! When I saw what this does to help, heal and grant hope to people, I became amazed, that I too can
have a small part in it. I learned enough to know the good and the bad oils out there. Now after 6 months
and all the in depth focus, I came to a startling fork in the road. I shall pose the troubling question and
then answer it, Yah willing, in our [you and I] newsletter. Here is what troubled me! If the main 2 ways
hemp is distributed after extraction is in either ISOLATE, where just the crystals and subsequent
powder are extracted versus full spectrum, where everything that the plant has is extracted and purified,
then why is it an either or situation? Says who? Why cannot both methods be combined, to give people
the maximum benefit? Why are there no answers online or by farms or companies that distribute what is
grown? That led me to where I am today and what I see as a solution to that question, both literally and
figuratively! So for now, let’s leave the rest of my account for part 2 and our next newsletter. By the way

you can also send me your testimonies and insights and we may publish them in a future edition of
TEMPLE HEALTH NEWS!
Before you scroll down below, I want to say this from my heart! Every one of you need and or can benefit
from our new Kana Basham Le Terufah Torah oil. I want to thank you for signing up, investigating,
buying, supporting, purchasing, praying and being on my team. Because the success of this endeavor
wholly depends on you and will ultimately come down to your being fully supportive, as we take back our
Abba’s provision for us in this end time generation. Not just supporting a TORAH BASED solution and
vision but in eventually marketing our products via word of your mouth to others. In other words, this
vision needs you!!!! We have in our hands our own Torah oil, mixed with the best ingredients I can find
from Colorado farms, all OPENLY LISTED ON THE BOTTLE, with no scams, or hidden tricks, or
hidden crappy or deceitful ingredients!
I will need you and yours every step of the way, if we are to make this understanding the breakthrough
that I believe it is and will become! I will tell you the rest of the account in the next newsletter, yah
willing.
Here is the self education link you need: https://www.kalahcbdoil.com/education.html Please scroll down
and help us restore this wonderful natural medicine, as we bind the devil and take back those healing
leaves! Your order, prayer, self education and support, will make all this happen! Each bottle I
personally put together for you all, in joy and love, will have the finest ingredients I can find. Unlike a
business, which is a burden and gives me stress, for me at least, this is all part of the prophetic mantle
and ministry HE and He alone called me to wear, as He deposited many inconvenient truths, to bring
BACK to Yisrael, this being one of many over the years!.........now let’s go below....

